Dynamic tubulation of mitochondria drives mitochondrial network formation
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Mitochondria form networks. Formation of mitochondrial networks is important for maintaining mitochondrial DNA integrity and interchanging mitochondrial material, whereas disruption of the mitochondrial network affects mitochondrial functions. According to the current view, mitochondrial networks are formed by fusion of individual mitochondria. Here, we report a new mechanism for formation of mitochondrial networks through KIF5B-mediated dynamic tubulation of mitochondria. We found that KIF5B pulls thin, highly dynamic tubules out of mitochondria. Fusion of these dynamic tubules, which is mediated by mitofusins, gives rise to the mitochondrial network. We further demonstrated that dynamic tubulation and fusion is sufficient for mitochondrial network formation, by reconstituting mitochondrial networks in vitro using purified fusion-competent mitochondria, recombinant KIF5B, and polymerized microtubules. Interestingly, KIF5B only controls network formation in the peripheral zone of the cell, indicating that the mitochondrial network is divided into subzones, which may be constructed by different mechanisms. Our data not only uncover an essential mechanism for mitochondrial network formation, but also reveal that different parts of the mitochondrial network are formed by different mechanisms.
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Introduction

Formation and maintenance of the mitochondrial network play an important role in maintaining mitochondrial functions. Destruction of the mitochondrial network affects mitochondrial DNA integrity, interchange of mitochondrial material, respiratory capacity, apoptosis, and response to cellular stress, leading to the abnormal development and several human diseases including neurodegenerative disease [1, 2].

In the current view, the mitochondrial network is formed by fusion of individual mitochondria, and the balance between fusion and fission determines the overall mitochondrial morphology [3], which can change dramatically in response to cell cycle, intracellular energy levels and cellular stresses [4]. Cells with a high fusion-to-fission ratio have long, tubular mitochondria and a highly interconnected mitochondrial network; conversely, cells with a low fusion-to-fission ratio have fragmented mitochondria, which appear as spheres or short rods [5-8]. So far, mitofusin 1 (Mfn1) and mitofusin 2 (Mfn2) have been identified as core components of the machinery for mitochondrial fusion in mammals [9, 10]. In mitofusin-defective cells, the mitochondrial network is completely disrupted and the mitochondria become spheres or short rods. However, fusion of individual mitochondria is not sufficient to form mitochondrial networks in vitro [11], indicating that other unknown mechanisms are essential for mitochondrial network for-
The basic module for network formation is the tubule. Tubules connect to form a lattice, and the network is a series of interconnected lattices. Hypothetically, a network can be constructed by pulling tubules out of existing membrane compartments and then connecting these tubules by fusion to give a lattice; by repeating this process, a network can be created.

Kinesins (KIFs) are microtubule-based motor proteins that move along microtubule filaments [12]. Using the force generated, KIF proteins move organelles along microtubules. KIF proteins can also induce membrane tubulation in vitro by pulling the membrane [13, 14]. KIF5B, a member of Kinesin 1 family, has been shown to play important roles in transporting mitochondria and maintaining mitochondrial distribution [15]. In KIF5B-knockout cells, mitochondrial distribution is disrupted and mitochondria accumulate in the perinuclear region. These observations prompted us to hypothesize that kinesin-driven tubulation of mitochondria may play an important role in formation of mitochondrial networks.

In this study, we report a new mechanism for formation of mitochondrial networks. We observed that thin tubules are rapidly extended from and retracted by mitochondria, a process we named as dynamic tubulation. We demonstrated that KIF5B drives dynamic tubulation. In \textit{KIF5B}\textsuperscript{−/−} cells, the mitochondrial network shrinks to the perinuclear area, and the peripheral zone of the cell is completely devoid of mitochondria. Restoration of KIF5B expression in these cells causes dynamic tubulation of mitochondria, and subsequent fusion of these dynamic tubules leads to network formation in the peripheral zone of the cell. Furthermore, we successfully reconstituted mitochondrial networks in vitro using purified fusion-competent mitochondria, recombinant KIF5B and polymerized microtubules. Our data not only establish dynamic tubulation of mitochondria driven by KIF5B as an essential mechanism for mitochondrial network formation, but also reveal that different parts of the mitochondrial network are formed by different mechanisms.

**Results**

**Dynamic tubulation of mitochondria**

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) reveals thin tubules extending from mitochondria (Figure 1A). These tubules are hard to capture by regular transmission electron microscopy (TEM), but are regularly observed by high-pressure freezing TEM (Figure 1B). Time-lapse imaging reveals that these tubules are highly dynamic; they are rapidly extended from and retracted by mitochondria with an average life span of 11 s (Supplementary information, Figure S1). Their duration varies greatly, with some tubules lasting more than 40 s (Figure 1C, Supplementary information, Movies S1 and S2). We named the tubules as “dynamic tubules” and the process as “dynamic tubulation”. The dynamic tubulation of mitochondria is very similar to nanotunneling in mitochondria from cardiomyocytes [16]. These “dynamic” tubules are different from regular tubular mitochondria, as the latter are much thicker and more static (Supplementary information, Figure S1). Although the dynamic tubules are very thin, they do contain mitochondrial matrix (Figure 1D). These tubules are aligned with microtubules (Figure 1E and Supplementary information, Figure S2). Dynamic tubulation of mitochondria appears to be a common phenomenon, as it was observed in all the cell lines we tested (Figure 6F and Supplementary information, Figure S3). Although many dynamic tubules are retracted back without obvious consequence, we observed that some of the tubules fuse with other mitochondria to form a membrane bridge between two mitochondria (Figure 1G and Supplementary information, Figures S1, S4 and Movie S4). These membrane bridges quickly thicken and become part of the mitochondrial network (Figure 1G and Supplementary information, Movie S4). This observation prompted us to study the role of dynamic tubulation in formation of the mitochondria network.

**KIF5B drives dynamic tubulation**

It is well established that in KIF5B-knockout cells, mitochondrial distribution is disrupted and mitochondria accumulate in the perinuclear region [15]. Thus, KIF5B-knockout cells could be a useful tool to test our hypothesis. We reasoned that if we put KIF5B back into KIF5B-knockout cells in a controlled fashion, and analyze how the mitochondrial network is restored, we should be able to reveal how KIF5B regulates mitochondria network formation. First, we used CRISPR/Cas to knock out KIF5B in normal rat kidney cells (NRK) that stably express Mito-YFP (Figure 2A). In agreement with the existing literature [15], mitochondria accumulate in the perinuclear region, which occupies roughly 47% of the cell cytoplasm (Figure 2B and 2C). The outer regions of the cell are completely devoid of mitochondria. It is worth noting that the perinuclear mitochondria still form networks (Figure 2B), indicating that mitochondrial network formation in the perinuclear area is independent of KIF5B.

Next, we stably expressed TET-ON KIF5B in the KIF5B-knockout NRK cells (Figure 2D). As a control, we also stably expressed KIF5B T92N (Figure 2E), a mutant KIF5B that lacks mobility [17]. Adding tetracy-
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cline induces expression of KIF5B and restores the mitochondrial network in 4 h (Figure 2F and Supplementary information, Figure S5). In contrast, tetracycline-induced expression of KIF5B T92N failed to restore the mitochondrial network (Figure 2F), indicating that mobility of KIF5B is required for mitochondrial network formation. Similarly, adding nocodazole completely blocked the TET-ON KIF5B-mediated restoration of the mitochondrial network (Figure 2F).

Using this system, we analyzed how KIF5B controls formation of mitochondrial networks in the peripheral zone of cells. We found that restoration of mitochondrial distribution takes place in three stages (Figure 3A). During stage 1, tubular structures extend outward from the periphery of the perinuclear mitochondrial network (0-1 h). Stage 2 involves formation of lattices in the cell periphery (2-4 h). In stage 3, the mitochondrial network is restored (after 4 h). It is worth noting that although every cell will go through these stages, the exact timing varies considerably for individual cells.

Next, we monitored the outwardly-extending tubules during stage 1 at higher temporal resolution. We noticed that these outwardly-projecting tubules are very similar to the dynamic tubules that we observed in wild-type cells. They are highly dynamic, oscillate back and forth (Figure 3B and Supplementary information, Movie S5), and repeatedly change direction (Supplementary information, Figure S6, top row; Movie S6). In some cases these tubules branch out from existing mitochondrial tubules (Supplementary information, Figure S6, bottom row; Movie S7). These tubules are markedly thinner than mitochondrial tubules in an established network. Labeling with the fluorescent mitochondrial matrix marker Mito-DsRed revealed that mitochondrial matrix is present inside these dynamic, thin tubules (Supplementary information, Figure S7). In contrast, there are very few, if any, outwardly-projecting tubules in control cells that were not treated with tetracycline (Figure 3C, Supplementary information, Figure S8 and Movie S8). Similarly, no outwardly-projecting tubules were observed when expression of KIF5B T92N was induced or when expression of KIF5B was induced in the presence of nocodazole (Figure 3C). Thus, we conclude that in our experimental setting, mitochondria undergo KIF5B-mediated dynamic tubulation, which gives rise to dynamic tubules that radiate outward from the periphery of the mitochondrial network.

The dynamic tubules are abundant and change direction freely, frequently touching each other. In the majority of cases this results in fusion of two tubules at the connecting point (Figure 3D and Supplementary information, Movie S9). Once fused, the dynamic tubules are stabilized, and soon become thickened (Supplementary information, Movies S9 and S10), suggesting that the dynamic tubules become regular mitochondria tubules after fusion, possibly by lateral movement of the membrane. Fusion of two dynamic tubules, which may come from the same or different mitochondrial tubule(s), gives rise to a triangular (Figure 3D) or quadrilateral lattice (Supplementary information, Figure S9), resulting in outward expansion of the mitochondrial network. Although at this stage the lattices are much more stable than the highly dynamic tubules, they are still less stable than established mitochondrial networks in the perinuclear region.

Next, we analyzed the dynamics of stage 2. At the start of stage 2, a loose mitochondrial network has already taken shape. The tubular lattices still retain a high degree of dynamic activity. Although it is relatively rare to see a lattice break up, the shape and location of the lattices keep changing (Supplementary information, Figure S9 and Movie S11). During stage 2, dynamic tubules still form at high frequency. Most of them will connect with a mitochondrial tubule within the same lattice or a different lattice (Figure 3E, Supplementary information, Movies S11 and S12), resulting in formation of an intra-lattice or inter-lattice membrane bridge. Similar to stage 1, the fusion of dynamic tubules with other mitochondrial tubules results in tubule thickening. Gradually, this process leads to a denser, more stable network composed of smaller lattices. By the end of stage 2, the mitochondrial network looks very similar to that in a normal cell (Figure 3A).
Figure 2 KIF5B drives peripheral mitochondrial network formation. (A) CRISPR/Cas-mediated knockout of KIF5B in NRK cells stably expressing Mito-YFP. Expression levels of KIF5B were examined by western blotting. (B) Control and KIF5B-knockout cells were observed by confocal microscopy. Yellow dashed lines indicate the cell boundary; red dashed lines indicate the boundary of the mitochondrial network; and black dashed lines indicate the boundary of nucleus. Scale bar, 10 µm. (C) The cytoplasmic area occupied by mitochondria was quantified in n = 90 cells from three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SD. (D) KIF5B−/− NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline. KIF5B induction was monitored by western blotting. (E) KIF5B−/− NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B T92N were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline. KIF5B T92N induction was monitored by western blotting. (F) Quantification of the area occupied by mitochondria in KIF5B−/− NRK cells, TET-ON-KIF5B T92N cells, TET-ON-KIF5B cells, and TET-ON-KIF5B cells pretreated with 5 µg/ml nocodazole. n = 90 cells from three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SD.
Figure 3 KIF5B drives peripheral mitochondrial network formation in three steps. (A) KIF5B<sup>−/−</sup> NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline, and then observed by spinning-disk microscopy. Scale bar, 20 µm. Red dashed boxes are enlarged in the lower panels. Red dashed lines in the lower panels indicate the boundary of the mitochondrial network before tubulation, and white arrows indicate dynamic tubules. Scale bar in enlarged panels, 10 µm. (B) KIF5B<sup>−/−</sup> NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline for 1 h, and then observed by spinning-disk microscopy. Scale bar, 2 µm. White arrows indicate a dynamic tubule. (C) Quantification of the frequency of outward tubulation from the mitochondrial boundary. n = 90 cells from three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SD. (D) KIF5B<sup>−/−</sup> NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline for 1 h. Cells were observed by spinning-disk microscopy. Scale bar, 2 µm. White arrows indicate a fusion event. (E) KIF5B<sup>−/−</sup> NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP and TET-ON-KIF5B were treated with 0.5 µg/ml tetracycline for 2 h. Cells were observed by spinning-disk microscopy. Scale bar, 2 µm. White arrows indicate dynamic tubules.
These observations suggested that KIF5B is necessary for distribution of the mitochondrial network to the cell periphery, and KIF5B causes the outward expansion of the mitochondrial network by pulling dynamic tubules out of the mitochondria and then fusing them into lattices.

**KIF5B drives dynamic tubulation in vitro**

Next, to test whether KIF5B-mediated tubulation is sufficient to make a mitochondrial network, we set up an *in vitro* reconstitution system. First, we purified full-length KIF5B using the baculovirus expression system (Figure 4A) and checked its motor activity using a gliding assay (Supplementary information, Movie S13). As a control, we also purified full-length KIF5B T92N (Supplementary information, Figure S10 and Movie S14). Since KIF5B is co-localized with mitochondria in *vivo* (Figure 4B) and KIF5B has the same distribution pattern as mitochondria in a density gradient (Figure 4C), we hypothesized that KIF5B can be recruited to mitochondria in *vivo*. We isolated mitochondria from rat liver by density gradient centrifugation (Figure 4D). When we incubated full-length KIF5B or GST with purified mitochondria, we found that KIF5B, but not GST, can be pulled down by the mitochondria (Figure 4E). We also used Atto550-labeled KIF5B to verify by fluorescence microscopy that KIF5B is recruited to the surface of purified mitochondria (Figure 4F).

Next, we tested whether the association between KIF5B and purified mitochondria is sufficient to pull tubules out of the mitochondria. First, full-length KIF5B was incubated with purified mitochondria, then the mixture was transferred to a microtubule-coated glass chamber, and pulling was triggered by adding ATP (Figure 5A). We found that in the presence of ATP, KIF5B and microtubules, at least 30% of mitochondria form tubules, whereas no tubules were formed in the absence of ATP or microtubules or when KIF5B was replaced by KIF5B T92N (Figure 5B). The tubules are aligned with microtubules (Figure 5C and Supplementary information, Movie S15), and they are not stable; instead, they oscillate back and forth (Figure 5D and Supplementary information, Movie S16). Immunostaining using a TOM20 antibody confirmed that these structures are mitochondrial tubules (Figure 5E). Scanning electron microscopy revealed that the diameter of the mitochondrial tubules pulled out by KIF5B is around 100 nm (Figure 5F). These data suggest that KIF5B can indeed pull dynamic tubules out of mitochondria.

**KIF5B and mitofusins drive mitochondrial network reformation in vitro**

Next, we tested whether the tubules generated in our *in vitro* system can form a network. We reasoned that if numerous tubules can be made simultaneously, a network may be produced. When we increased the concentration of mitochondria in the reaction and triggered tubulation with ATP, we observed that a mitochondrial network indeed formed (Figure 6A and 6B; Supplementary information, Movie S17). Time-lapse images revealed that mitochondrial network formation followed a pattern similar to that in *vivo*. First, tubules fuse to form lattices (Figure 6C, top row; Supplementary information, Movie S18), and then tubules form bridges between the strands of the lattices (Figure 6C, middle row; Supplementary information, Movie S19). Finally, tubules are pulled from the outer edge of the newly formed lattices, causing an outward expansion of the mitochondrial network (Figure 6C, bottom row; Supplementary information, Movie S20).

It is well known that mitochondrial fusion is mediated by Mfn1 and Mfn2 [9, 10]. In agreement with existing literature, the mitochondrial network is completely disrupted in cells that are null for both Mfn1 and Mfn2 (Mfn-null MEF cells; Figure 6D and 6E), and mitochondria are present in the form of round or oval-shaped vesicles. In Mfn-null MEF cells, dynamic tubulation can still occur (Figure 6F and Supplementary information, Movie S21), but the tubules fail to fuse into networks. Next, we purified mitochondria from wild-type or Mfn-null MEF cells. KIF5B can still pull tubules out of Mfn-null mitochondria; however, the formation of networks *in vitro* is completely abolished (Figure 6G and Supplementary information, Figure S11). Moreover, high-resolution time-lapse imaging reveals that tubulation of mitochondria from Mfn-null MEF cells is non-productive. The tubules keep oscillating back and forth, and connection of two tubules fails to cause fusion (Figure 6H and Supplementary information, Movie S22), therefore a network is never formed. In contrast, dynamic tubulation of mitochondria from wild-type MEFs gives rise to a network *in vitro* (Figure 6I and Supplementary information, Movie S23). Thus, mitofusin-mediated fusion appears to be essential for connecting the dynamic tubules into a network. In agreement with this conclusion, adding GTP, which is required for activating mitofusin, greatly enhance the network formation (Supplementary information, Figure S12 and Movie S24), further supporting the role of mitofusin-mediated fusion in KIF5B-mediated network formation.

**Discussion**

So far, fusion, fission and movement of mitochondria are established as the basic mechanisms for maintaining
Figure 4 KIF5B binds mitochondria in vivo and in vitro. (A) Analysis of purified full-length KIF5B by Coomassie staining. Black arrow indicates KIF5B protein. (B) NRK cells stably expressing Mito-YFP were treated with 25 µg/ml digitonin and stained with antibodies against KIF5B. Scale bar, 10 µm. (C) NRK cells were homogenized and centrifuged in OptiPrep density gradient medium. The distribution of KIF5B and the mitochondrial marker TIM23 in the fractions was monitored by western blotting. (D) TEM analysis of purified mitochondria from rat liver. Scale bar, 0.5 µm. (E) Purified mitochondria were incubated with full-length KIF5B or GST, washed, and analyzed by western blotting with antibodies against KIF5B, GST and TIM23. (F) Purified mitochondria were incubated with Atto550-labeled KIF5B, and then stained with antibody against TOM20. Scale bar, 5 µm.

This model can explain phenomena in mitochondrial dynamics that are hard to understand based on the traditional fusion/fission model. For example, mitochondria can form branches by outgrowth of new tubules from existing mitochondrial tubes. The appearance of branches cannot be easily explained by fusion of mitochondria, but can be reasonably explained by kinesin-driven tubulation. Another example is the considerable variation in mitochondrial diameter, which again is difficult to explain by the current model but can be interpreted as a

mitochondrial dynamics and morphology. In this study, we demonstrate that KIF5B-mediated mitochondrial tubulation is an additional mechanism for regulating mitochondrial morphology. Based on these findings, we propose a modified model for mitochondrial network formation. In this model, dynamic tubulation of mitochondria, driven by KIF5B, gives rise to highly dynamic thin tubules, and mitofusin-mediated fusion of these tubules forms lattices which eventually interconnect to generate the mitochondrial network.
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kinesin-driven membrane deformation process. It will be interesting to test the role of kinesin in these phenomena in future work.

Our data demonstrate that KIF5B-mediated dynamic tubulation of mitochondria is an essential mechanism for formation of mitochondrial networks in the peripheral zone of cells. In KIF5B-knockout cells, the peripheral zones of the cells are devoid of mitochondria, whereas the mitochondrial network in the perinuclear zone is intact. This observation raises the interesting question of how the "inner" mitochondrial network is generated and maintained. It will be interesting to test whether other motor proteins or proteins that are capable of promoting tubule formation, such as some mitochondrial dynamin-related proteins [18, 19], play a role in formation of the "inner" mitochondrial network like KIF5B in the "outer" mitochondrial network.

Materials and Methods

Antibodies, chemicals, and plasmids

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich except GTP (B521-06-001) and Taxol (TXD01), which were purchased from Cytoskeleton. Anti-actin (A2066) antibody was from Sigma-Aldrich. Anti-TIM23 (611222) and anti-TOM20 (612278) antibodies were from BD Biosciences. Anti-GST (ab19256), anti-TIM23 (611222), anti-Mitofusin 1 (ab57602), anti-Mitofusin 2 (ab56889), and anti-tubulin antibodies were from Abcam. HTS tubulin (HTS03-A1) was obtained from Cytoskeleton. Mito-YFP plasmid was constructed by fusing the mitochondrial target sequence of human COX8A with the YFP sequence. Mito-DsRed plasmid, a gift from Dr Chen Quan (Institute of Zoology, CAS), was constructed by fusing the mitochondrial target sequence of human TXN2 with the DsRed sequence. TOM20-GFP and TOM20-PAGFP were obtained by inserting the rat TOM20 coding sequence into pEGFP-N1 and PAGFP-N1, respectively. Tubulin-YFP was a gift from Dr Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz (National Institute of Technology, USA). Cells were cultured in DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS, 5% CO₂, glutamax and penicillin-streptomycin. Cells were transfected with 0–5 μg DNA via an AmaxaNucleofector II using solution T (for NRK cells) or a MEF2 kit (for all other cells) and programs for each cell line individually. Transfected cells were then cultured in growth medium for further analysis.

Generation of NRK cells with stable knockout of KIF5B

The CRISPR/Cas9 system was a gift from Dr Wensheng Wei (Peking University). The sgRNA-binding sequence (5′-GTA-AACTTCCATGATCCAGA-3′) was used for KIF5B disruption with the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Cas9, gRNA and puromycin plasmid were co-transfected into NRK cells. Cells were cultured in medium containing puromycin for about 10 days, after which cell clones were picked and transfected into 96-well plates for amplification and analysis by western blotting and DNA sequencing.

Generation of NRK cells with tetracycline-inducible expression of KIF5B

The KIF5B TET-ON inducible expression cell clone was generated with the T-REx™ system (K1020-01, Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's manual. The pcDNA™6/TR plasmid and KIF5B inducible expression construct were co-transfected at a ratio of 6:1 (w:w) into KIF5B-knockout NRK cells that stably express Mito-YFP. Antibiotic selection was carried out using 3 µg/ml blasticidin and 100 µg/ml Zeocin.

Statistics

The Photoshop lasso tool was used to measure the percentage of the cytoplasmic area occupied by the mitochondria. The percentage was calculated as follows: area occupied by mitochondria/(area of the cell – area of the nucleus) × 100%. To calculate the ratio of the diameter of normal mitochondrial tubules to the diameter of dynamic tubules, 20 cells were imaged in each experiment of three, and a pair of tubules (one normal mitochondrial tubule and one dynamic tubule) was cropped from the same picture (Supplementary information, Figure S13). Using diameter measurement software developed by Yichen Zhou, the diameter of each tubule was determined at every pixel along the midline of the tubule. The average of these values was calculated to give the tube's diameter. To determine the tubule diameter ratio for that cell, the diameter of the dynamic tubule was divided by the diameter of the normal mitochondrial tubule. Besides, we also measured diameter of mitochondrial tubules in EM image (Supplementary information, Figure S14), we measured the diameters of mitochondrial body and tube along the direction of tube (yellow line), and the maximum

Figure 5 KIF5B drives mitochondrial tubulation in vitro. (A) Schematic diagram of in vitro mitochondrial tubulation. Purified mitochondria were incubated with full-length KIF5B on ice, transferred into flow chamber channels coated with polymerized microtubules and visualized in the presence of ATP. (B) Purified mitochondria were labeled with CM-Dil, incubated with KIF5B, transferred into flow chamber channels coated with polymerized microtubules, and visualized in the presence of ATP. Several controls were carried out to test the requirement for each component. Scale bar, 5 μm. (C) Time-lapse sequence of mitochondrial tubulation in the presence of ATP. Mitochondria were labeled with CM-Dil and microtubules were labeled with HyLite 647. Scale bar, 5 μm. (D) Time-lapse sequence of mitochondrial tubulation in the presence of ATP. Scale bar, 5 μm. (E) Samples from B were stained with antibody against TOM20, and observed by confocal microscopy. Scale bar, 10 μm. Red dashed box is enlarged in the lower panel. Scale bar in enlarged panel, 5 μm. (F) Samples from B were analyzed by FEISEM. Scale bar, 1 μm.
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For live-cell imaging, transfected cells were replated in Lab-Tek chambered coverglasses before imaging, and cells were maintained at 37 °C with 5% CO₂. Images were acquired using an Olympus FV-1000 confocal microscope. Videos were acquired on a PerkinElmer UltraViewVox spinning-disk microscope system. SIM images were acquired on an N-SIM using a 100× oil immersion lens (numerical aperture 1.49).

Cell fractionation assay
Two dishes (15 cm) of NRK cells were homogenized with a Dounce homogenizer in extraction buffer containing protease inhibitor cocktail. The homogenate was diluted with 19% Optiprep density gradient medium solution, and overlaid with 30%, 25%, 15%, 12%, 10%, 8%, 5%, and 2% Optiprep solutions. After centrifugation at 150 000×g for 4 h, the fractions were collected and analyzed by western blotting.

Protein expression, purification and labeling
pFastBac DUAL was used as a vector for baculovirus expression. This vector does not contain a tag for purification, thus a histidine (×6) tag was introduced before the first codon of full-length KIF5B. The histidine-tagged KIF5B coding sequence was cloned between the BamH I/Xba I sites of the pFastBac DUAL plasmid. Full-length KIF5B protein was expressed using the Bac-to-Bac expression system. Sf9 cells were grown in Lonza media to a density of ~2 × 10⁶ cells/ml and incubated with virus containing full-length KIF5B construct. After 60 h, cells were collected, lysed by freeze-thaw cycles, and centrifuged at 4 °C. The soluble fraction was bound in batches to Ni-NTA agarose, and the resin was washed. His6-tagged KIF5B was eluted with 20 mM Tris, 0.1 M NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0. The eluate was concentrated and stored in 50 µM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10% (w/v) sucrose and 50 µM ATP. KIF5B was labeled with Atto550, a monofunctional NHS ester that labels free amino groups, for 30 min on ice. KIF5B-Atto550 was removed from free dye by gel filtration using a NAP5 column.

Gliding assays
The gliding assay chambers were prepared by using hydrophilic coverslips. 15 µl of full-length KIF5B were incubated in flow chamber channels for 5 min. The kinesin-coated coverslips were
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E-1045 ion sputter coater and viewed in a Hitachi scanning electron microscope S4800 at a 6 kV accelerating voltage. The samples were then coated with 4 nm gold in a Hitachi dryer. The samples were then coated with 4 nm gold in a Hitachi electron microscope S4800 at a 6 kV accelerating voltage. The samples were then coated with 4 nm gold in a Hitachi dryer.
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